1A4 Other sectors (Energy Consumption in Residential, Commercial, Agricultural sectors)
GHG mitigation
options

Management / System

Energy efficiency

Target (CO2
reduction)

Saving of electricit demand

Maximize efficiency

Drivers

Building code and green certification, electricity cost reduction

Standard labelling

Capacity gap and
barrier

Need strong policy drive and difficulty of building
lifetime, High cost, lack of information, reliability,
higher risk

Site specific, High cost, Lack of incentive

Building and envelop design / Renovate

Technology options
and Research
questions

Current technology
support

Resources

Energy management in building

Electric applances

Long-term
- Design: Building-integrated photovoltaic (BIPV)
- Material and insulation: Highly insulating
windows (e.g. triple-glazed, low-e coating,
advanced frames/edge seals and Quadrupleglazed, exotic inert gases, aerogel-filled frames),
High-performing vacuum insulated panels, Cool
roofs / advanced roof systems

Long-term
- Smart system: Intelligent control systems,
Real-time Smart Electric Power,
Measurement or Monitoring of Facilities,
Wireless metering/sensor, Smart building
sensors for Occupancy Data and Space
Usage

Long-term
- Heating and cooling: Hybrid system by
integrated solar thermal/heat pump systems,
CHP, Solar cooling systems, Fuel-cell CHP, Ultra
high efficiency heat pump air conditioners,
Chillers coupled with CHP, solar energy or waste
heat sources, PCM, Sorption and thermochemical
storage

Short-term
- Design and ventilation: Air sealing for low or
zero air leakage, Architectural and exterior
shading, Mechanical ventilation
- Material and insulation: Low-e double glaze
windows and low-conductive frames, Window
films, Window attachments (e.g. shutters,
shades, storm panel), Exterior insulation,
advanced foam and aerogel insulations

Short-term
- Integrated system, e.g. HEMS, BEMS
- Enhance equipment function, e.g.
Daylighting systems, Sleep modes, Sensors
integrated with other control systems
(lighting, HVAC)
- Parking management

Short-term
- Lighting: Light emitting diode (LED), Fibre optic
solar lighting
- Heating and cooling: Absorption/adsorption
chillers, Integrated heat pump systems for
heating and cooling, Micro and carbon free CHP,
Sensible latent heat storage

Current
- Design and ventilation: Natural ventilation, High
air leakage
- Material and insulation: Reflective roofs and wall
coatings (white and cool-coloured),Typical
insulation, Single-glazed windows with clear glass
and poorly insulated frames

Current
- Enhance equipment function, e.g.
demand Limiting, Time Program (Timer),
Duty Cycling, Motion sensors, Lighting
Dimmer, Separated switch
- Zoning of A/C area

Research questions
- How to enhance levels of comfort, natural
lighting and ventilations
- What is new energy efficient building materials
- How to minimize thermal bridges (components
that easily conduct heat
- How to minimising energy requirements for
heating, cooling, artificial lighting and peak
electricity use
- How to maximise the benefits of sunlight

Research questions
- How to improve performance, reduce
cost of energy management
- How to increase flexibility of systems to
adapt to varying demand and
electricity/heat demands
- How to Integrate smart appliances with
building system and other end loads

Research questions
- How to reduce the capital cost of heating,
ventilation and airconditioning (HVAC)
equipment
- How to Improve performance, highly efficient,
low-carbon technologies and saving energy
- How to deal with the seasonal efficiency of the
equipment
- How to deal with the complexity of installation
and operation
- How to improve the optical efficiency of
luminaires

Energy management in building
- DEDE: R&D and training for energy
management in designated building (EE
& RE)
- ENCON fund, TRF, NRCT: R&D funding

Electric appliances
- EGAT: R&D and implementation of standard
labeling
- ENCON fund, TRF, NRCT: R&D funding

Building and envelop design / Renovate
- Thai Green Building Institute (TGBI): green
building standard and envelop design
- SCG green building center: R&D + service for
green building
- DEDE: Implimentation of building code for
energy saving

Policy and Regulation:
- Make clear policy and action
for green building promotion
esp. design and construction of
new building.
- Identify key components of
potentially domestic
production for each
technologies and provide
privilaeges, e.g. tax incentives,
BOI and etc for domestic firms
with in-house R&D to build up
the demand of innovative
products.

Institution:
- Set up centers of
excellences for government
agencies and research
universities in each single
technology, and linkage
with housing and project
developers, electric
appliance venders,
alternative fuel businesses.

Current
- Lighting: Fluoresense, Light bulk,
- Heating and cooling: Split-type, Chillers
(water/air cooled)

Financial support:
- Cluster national R&D budget
and funding according to
priorities
- Encourage R&D agencies to
apply for international funding
- Establish low carbon funds and
develop mechanism of in-andout flow principle, e.g. carbon
tax collection to support R&D of
clean technologies.

Building and envelop design / Renovate + Energy management
References

High cost, reliability and longevity, standards and
test procedures

IEA - Technology Roadmap: Energy Efficient Building Envelopes
BPA - ENERGY EFFICIENCY TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP VOLUME 2: BUILDING DESIGN / ENVELOPE
DEDE - ระบบบริหารจัดการพลังงาน (Energy Management System: EMS)
U.S. DOE - Windows and Building Envelope Research and Development: Roadmap for Emerging Technologies

Capacity building:
- Strengthen international
relations and research
network to enhance R&D
activities, e.g. training,
exchange programes,
research projects and etc at
all level.
- Develope accessible
database for experts,
publications, patents and
intellectual properties.

Electric appliances
IEA - Technology Roadmap: Energy-Efficient Buildings:
Heating and Cooling Equipment

